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Basics
There are three main types of bad guys your 
heroes will run afoul of amongst the islands of 
the DINO-PIRATES: Minions, Guards or 
Monsters, and Big Bads. These can all be very 
different in style and appearance, but those 
categories cover all encounters.

We don’t worry about keeping track of 
numerous statistics for these critters. For the 
simplest, Minions, we don’t track any statistics 
at all! And even the scariest Big Bad in this 
game is pretty easy to handle.

Of course Awesome Points are central to 
combat and to monsters -- fighting loads of 
minions is the easiest way for heroes to earn a 
bunch of Points, whereas fighting a memorable 
Big Bad will get them spending Awesome Points 
to save their own lives.

Mix up the various types of bad guys, and have 
fun. You can make changes in mid-combat if 
you’ve underestimated the players – adjusting 
the odds is one way to pump more Awesome 
Points into the bowl. You can always have more 
beasties show up!

Minions
Minions are dead simple:

No Hit Points
Minions don’t have hit points. If they get hit, 
they’re dead. And they usually have an AC of 
10, so they’re pretty easy to hit.

Lame Attack
Minions only roll 1d10 for their attacks, so they 
don’t very often hit anything. They never get an 
Arena bonus. If they do hit, they only do one 
point of damage.

But Useful!
Minions can gang up – whenever two or more 
Minions attack a single target, roll a d10 for 
each, and combine the top two. If that total 
defeats the AC, the target takes one hit point 
damage.

Minions can also take the Protect action – 
sacrificing their lives for their beloved master!

They’re just always in the way, those Minions.

Guards & Monsters
When the players are loaded up with Awesome 
Points and are a few pegs up more than they 
need to be, Big Bads are just the thing.

Powers

Flying
With this power, a creature can always move to the 
“Open Sky” arena, or zip over to another arena easily.

Pulling
Whether it’s with webs or long tongues or just very 
enticing songs, some creatures can cause their enemies 
to come near so that they can be attacked. Pulling may 
be a sort of Attack, or it might be a Focus action.

Poison or Energy Drain
Assassins or undead or giant snakes have attacks that 
force Commitment checks when they do damage – 
failure can impose penalties on attacks or checks. Or do 
extra damage. Or just kill you DEAD.

Blast
This attack requires everyone in an Arena to make a 
Cunning or Daring check to avoid taking damage.

Leech
Rolling a 10 with this attack gives the creature a hit 
point back.

Bad Guys in DINO-PIRATES OF NINJA ISLAND have Powers -- 
special abilities they can use in exchange for Awesome Points.

Big Bads
These are mid-level bad guys, maybe a bit of 
threat even one-on-one:

TWO Hit Points
It takes two shots to take down one of these 
folks. And they may have an AC of 12 or even 
14. When using counters, just flip the counter 
over after they’ve been hit for just one hit point.

Proper Attacks
Guards use actual weapons, and so get Arena 
bonuses as appropriate, and they get to roll the 
normal amount of dice (2d10 or 3d10) for their 
attacks. Their weapon type determines the 
damage they deal.

Shields
If you give one of these guys a shield, it means 
they’ll definitely survive the first hit they take. 
So give them shields! Or tortoiseshell armour, 
or something that’ll absorb attacks like a shield 
would.

Lots of Hit Points
Five? Ten? Even fifteen isn’t too much 
(although that’s really really a lot). Just mark 
off the hits they take right on the map so the 
players can easily see how much damage 
they’ve done.

Big Attacks
Actual weapons here again, and Arena bonuses, 
but you can get even nastier with these guys. 
Pump the damage they deal (just add an 
Awesome Point to the Bowl) and really make 
the players sweat!

Powers
And then there’s Powers. Big Bads can just do 
STUFF, just by paying more Awesome Points 
into the Bowl. You can have some prepped, or 
just check out the next couple of pages if you 
need inspiration mid-combat.

Swallow
On a successful attack, some creatures can move the 
target into a new Arena: their belly!

Arena Changes
Lava demons can make any arena Hazardous, for 
example, or giant spider can fill it with webs and make 
it Dense. Creatures that can do this typically get 
bonuses in the Arena type they can create.

Presence
Some creatures radiate evil or power, making it difficult 
for others to concentrate. People in the same arena may 
suffer penalties to some attribute checks, or need to 
make a Commitment check to even attack them at all! 
Alternatively, some creatures are invisible or difficult to 
detect, requiring successful Awareness checks in order 
to attack.

Ginormous
Truly gargantuan creatures can actually be Arenas in 
and of themselves -- heroes can scramble atop them if 
they like! But it’s dangerous. If the creature chooses to, 
it can simply roll over, crushing anyone atop it in a 
Blast-like attack that deals damage to anyone in the 
“Creature” Arena that fails a Daring or Cunning check.

Extra Action
Many creatures can Throw or Corner a target after a 
successful attack. This could be with webs, or a whip of 
flames, or just a big honking punch in the face. It could 
also be a non-physical effect, like doing something 
really scary (in which case a Commitment check is 
appropriate).

Bonus Attack
Sneaky or just outright dangerous, some creatures can 
get a bonus on their attack roll in certain situations -- if 
they’re attacking someone who’s attacking someone 
else, or if their sacred idol is present, or if that Imperial 
Sorcerer who COMMANDS THEIR WILL is able to 
concentrate.

Get Help
Favoured of sorcerers and volcano gods, by spending a 
few Awesome Points, some big bads can dump ever-
more Minions into the fray, either summouning them 
up, or just animating all those creepy dolls in the 
closet.

Remember, you can make up Powers on the fly – that’s what 
Awesome Points are for! Anytime you think to yourself, “Wow, it 
would be really cool if this monster could...” then dump some 
Awesome Points in the Bowl and go for it! Your players will 
thank you! Well, maybe not.

More Powers Even More Powers


